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For people

~ naturally durable

Furniture for new learning environments
Kuopion Woodi is launching a new concept for furnishing modern
schools. The school concept of Woodi offers fascinating solutions
for groups as well as individuals.
Kuopion Woodi is known for their high quality solid birch furniture.
The company is a market leader in manufacturing kindergarten
furniture in Finland. To become a market leader has required an
ability to continuously develop our products in a customer-oriented
way. Now we want to offer the same expertise to schools which are
embracing modern learning environments.
Our collection includes an extensive variety of diverse products by
which learning is possible when sitting down, standing up or even
lying down. The furniture of Kuopion Woodi is movable, easily
modified and they can be cleaned effortlessly. Woodi furniture
endorse the working ergonomics of the teacher and the students
as well and they improve the acoustic of the space. Woodis tested
products are endurant in demanding school environments.
Many studies show that solid wood has many health benefits and
environments made out of wood are the most natural surroundings
to work in. We invite you to design an interior that is first-rate and
natural together with Kuopion Woodi!

WOODI

GROUP ROOM

Parallelogram tables can be used to make table groups in different shapes and sizes and working is
possible alone, in pairs or in groups. The tables has been equipped with lockable wheels and they are
easy to move. Tables and chairs are stackable and they can be stacked to save space when necessary.
Otto storage systems have enough space for the personal belongings of the students. Drawers can be
easily removed from the storage unit. The bases of the drawers are equipped with felt glides to prevent
the drawer from scratching surfaces.
The teacher can work sitting down or standing up with an ergonomic height-adjustable working station.
The front panel of the table can be upholstered which makes the space more acoustic. There are floor
cushions on the wall which work as an acoustic element when not in use.

RELAXED INNOVATION AND GROUPWORK SPACE

The space is furnished with soft furniture, which can be used to assemble relaxed seating areas for
groupwork. Artificial leather used in the furniture is hygienic, durable and can be easily cleaned. Soft
furniture are light and they are easy to move.
Otto storage units can be used as space dividers, enabling several groups to work in the space
simultaneously. The back of the storage units can be fitted with magnetic white or chalk board, which
can be utilized during teamwork. Storage units can be equipped with useful backpack hooks.
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WOODI

ARTS AND CRAFTS CLASS

There are high and low table groups in the room. Stools are stackable so they can be stored to a small
space if the students are working standing or there is need for more floor space.
The drawers of the Otto storage units are equipped with nameplates, which helps in organizing. Paintings
and drawings are easily dried in the drying carrier. The shelves of the drying carrier are detachable and
height-adjustable so even a bigger piece can fit into the trolley. Materials and equipment needed during
the class can be collected to the equipment carrier. All Woodi storage units are equipped with lockable
wheels and the furniture are easy to move between rooms. Papers and cardboards can be stored to the
cardboard stand, which is mounted to the wall to save space.

SPACE FOR SMALL GROUPS

Otto storage units can be used as space dividers, enabling several groups to work in the space
simultaneously. The backs of the storage units can be fitted with magnetic white or chalk board, which
can be utilized during groupwork. The back can be also upholstered with acoustic fabric.
Woodi storage units are equipped with lockable wheels which makes the moving of the furniture easy.
Thus the furniture layout can be easily changed according to the use and the furniture can be moved
between different rooms.
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WOODI

CAFETERIA

There are high and low table groups in the cafeteria. The table tops are coated with acoustic and easily
cleanable Acoustic-coating. The tables are fitted with lockable wheels, which makes them easy to move.
Tables can also be equipped with hanging mouldings.
The chairs are stackable so they can be stored to a small space if necessary. The chairs can be equipped
with row connection and be utilized in school events.

GROUP ROOMS FOR FIRST AND SECOND
GRADERS AND PRESCHOOLERS

Otto chair is a perfect fit for younger students. The chair is solid in use and it can be easily moved by using
the open space at the back as a handle. Chair is compatible with 730 mm high tables, which guarantees
a great work ergonomics for the teacher as well. Otto chair is available with hanging mouldings.
Otto storage systems have enough space for the personal belongings of the students. Drawers are
easily removed from the storage unit. The bases of the drawers are equipped with felt glides to prevent
the drawer from scratching surfaces.
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WOODI

CHAIRS

450

450

810

785

NEW!

420

O100

470

480

O100P

ONNI CHAIR

STACKABLE ONNI CHAIR

MATERIALS:
Lacquered solid birch frame, the seat and the back rest are form pressed plywood
coated with laminate or birch veneer, available in basic color range colors. Can be hung
underneath the table. The legs come with screw-on anti-slip studs as a standard. Seat
height 450 mm. Stackable Onni-chair is available with row connection.

500

750

NEW!

430

OT490

OTTO CHAIR

450

MATERIALS:
Lacquered solid birch frame, the seat and the back rest
are high-pressure laminate or solid birch. available in
basic color range colors. Seat height 500 mm. The legs
come with screw-on anti-slip studs as a standard.
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460

WOODI

STACKABLE STOOLS

NEW!

280 - 450

330

380

O105PP

O105NP

STOOL

STOOL,
square seat

NEW!

730

330

440

O106

HIGH STOOL

O106N

HIGH STOOL,
square seat

MATERIALS:
Lacquered solid birch frame, the seat is plywood coated with high pressure
laminate, available in basic color range colors. The legs come with screw-on
anti-slip studs as a standard. Seat heights: 280, 350, 380, 400, 450 ja 730 mm.
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STUDENT DESK

WOODI

TABLE, laminate table top

R200SA

TABLE, Acoustic table top
500

R200S

MATERIALS:
Table top is 23 mm plywood coated with high pressure laminate
or Acoustic-coating. Rounded corners, available in basic color
range colors. Lacquered solid birch legs. Lockable wheels come
as an accessory. Table height 730 mm.

800

NEW!

970
1480

MOVABLE TABLE

730

NEW!

1200 - 2000

G200

TABLE, laminate table top

G200A

TABLE, Acoustic table top
MATERIALS:
Table top is lacquered solid birch or 25 mm MDF board coated with high
pressure laminate or Acoustic-coating, available in basic color range colors.
Metallic support structure, lacquered solid birch legs. Lockable wheels.
Hanging mouldings come as an accessory.
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700 / 800

WOODI

WORKSTATIONS

700 / 800
635 - 1280

1000 - 2000

540
625

885

OP220

DESK,
height-adjustable

OP112

DEVICE CABINET

MATERIALS:
The table top is solid birch or coated with high pressure laminate. The frame
of the device cabinet is lacquered solid birch, doors and front panels of the
drawers are laminate. Available in basic color range colors. The base of the
table can be height adjusted electrically. The doors of the device cabinet are
lockable, the back can also be opened. Cabel grommets for the cords. The front
panel of the table can be upholstred.

NEW!
600

960

700

SE50

WORKSTATION

SE51

WORKSTATION

MATERIALS:
The frame is lacquered solid birch, table top is
plywood coated with laminate. The front panels of
the drawers are coated with laminate, available
in basic color range colors. The top drawer is
equipped with a lock.
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WOODI

SOFT SEATS
NEW!

MATERIALS:
Separate interior bag filled with polystyrene pellets. The fabric is durable and
hygienic artificial leather, which can be easily wiped clean. Soft seats can be
used to create relaxed seating groups.

W217-PP1

W217-PP2

SOFT SEAT,
600 x 600 x 400 mm

W217-PP3

SOFT SEAT,
600 x 600 x 200 mm

W217-PP4

SOFT SEAT,
800 x 600 x 200 mm

W217-PP5

SOFT SEAT,
Ø 450 mm, K 450 mm

W217-PP6

SOFT SEAT,
Ø 450 mm, K 300 mm

FLOOR CUSHION,
Ø 350 mm, K 50 mm

NEW!

ARTIFICIAL LEATHER
BASIC COLORS:

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

Blue

Beige
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WOODI

BEAN BAGS

W217-1

BEAN BAG CHAIR 140 x 120 cm

W217-2

BEAN BAG CHAIR 140 x 180 cm

W217-3

BEAN BAG CHAIR 100 x 80 cm

MATERIALS:
Water-washable, detachable cover, separate
interior bag filled with polystyrene pellets.
W217-4

W217-1

SOFT SEAT

MATERIALS:
Water-washable, detachable cover, separate
interior bag filled with polystyrene pellets.
Dimensions: Ø 450 mm, height 300 mm.
W217-PT

ROUND FLOOR CUSHION

MATERIALS:
Interior is foam rubber E23, detachable and
water-washable.
Dimensions: Ø 350 mm, thickness 50 mm.

W217-4

1250

W217-PT

1350

W217-PTV CART FOR FLOOR CUSHIONS

W217-ME

Ø 500 mm, height 710 mm, with wheels.
The rack can hold 12 cushions.

CUSHION WALL

MATERIALS:
Upright parts are plywood coated with felt. They are attached
together for easy fastening. Cushion wall works as an
acoustic element when mounted on the wall.

OX-FABRIC
BASIC COLORS:

Lime

Yellow

41

PROJECT COLORS:

Pumpkin

Red

Blue

Beige

Grey

Burgundy

100 % polyester, PU-coating, water resistant, water-washable 40 ºC, 310 g/m².
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WOODI

OTTO

Otto storage systems can be modifed according to use. Every module can be fitted with drawers, shelves
or doors. Otto storage systems come in different sizes. Ask about different options from our sales.

NEW!

NEW!

OTE63PPP DRAWER,
high drawers

NEW!

OTE901 DRAWER,
backpack hooks

OTE62DD CABINET,
lockable doors

MATERIALS:
Lacquered solid birch frame, the doors and the front panels of the drawers are
coated with laminate. Available in basic color range colors. Height-adjustable
shelves. Locks, backpack hooks and nameplates for doors as an accessory. Otto
storage systems are delivered with wheels, base or solid birch legs. Drawers can
be easily removed from the unit. The bases of the drawers are equipped with felt
glides to prevent the drawer from scratching surfaces.

1180

OTE63PPP

420

800

OTE62DD

Magnetic white board

745

860

860

The back of the Otto modules can be upholstered or fitted with magnetic white or
chalk board or bulletin board.

420

600

420

OTE901
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Upholstered back

900
800

BOOKSHELF,
two-sided

800

V155

620

BOOKSHELF,
two-sided

800

V156

BOOKSHELF,
two-sided

MATERIALS:
The frame is lacquered solid birch, the partition wall is laminate coated
furniture board, available in basic color range colors. Lockable wheels.

FRONT

BEHIND

NEW!

1000

480

880

V150

620

1600

TROLLEYS

1600

WOODI

V129

BOOK TROLLEY
MATERIALS:
The frame is lacquered solid birch or white laminate. Lockable wheels, aluminium
handles. Inclined shelves at the front and regular shelves at the back.
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620

CHILDREN'S DAY AWARD
Kuopion Woodi Oy received an acknowledgement for their work to improve
children’s environment from the Ministry of Education and Culture in 2000.
THE ENTREPRENEURIAL AWARD
The Federation of Finnish Enterprises in Eastern Finland awarded
Kuopion Woodi Oy with Entrepreneurial Prize in 2011.
TRUSTWORTHY PARTNER
Year 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010 Kuopion Woodi has
received Suomen Asiakastieto’s Rating Alfa AA+ classification,
which means that Kuopion Woodi is a reliable partner.
Only 10% of the companies have received this classification in
Finland.
TESTED FURNITURE
Kuopion Woodi furniture collections are tested according to standards:
SFS-EN 747-1, SFS-EN 747-2, SFS-EN 716-1, SFS-EN 16139, SFS-EN 15373, SFS-EN 1129-1,
ISO 7173, ISO 7174-1, UNI EN 1022/98, ENV 1729-2/01, ENV 12520/2000, EN 1728/2000
GUARANTEE
The guarantee for our furniture is five years. We also guarantee that the future availability warranty of our
collections is at least ten years. Our oldest models date from 1994 and are still in production.
COMPANY’S OPERATIONS
We apply the ISO 9001 quality management system to our operations. The quality management system
acts as an important tool in the continuous customer-oriented development of our products. Our customers
see our quality management system as a reliable, trustworthy and eligible system.
ENVIRONMENT
We apply the ISO 14001 environmental standard to our operations. The products are produced from
environmentally friendly materials with environmental friendly technologies. Products which are at the end
of their life cycle can be safely recycled or disposed. During the production process we strive to decrease
the amount of waste materials and enhance the recycling and re-use of them.

For people

WOODI-COLLECTIONS

~ naturally durable

STANDARD COLORS:

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE COLORS:
BIRCH
1677 Birch
Woodi furniture is made of solid birch and the material
is classified as the highest (A/A). According to the
406 White
classification the surface has to be branchless and
balanced in colors. We use finger joint glue boards. This
862 Yellow
enables the best quality and balances alterations of the
861 Orange
surface. Thanks to the solid birch the Woodi furniture are
long-lasting and keep looking beautiful.
1822 Red
HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE
www.abetlaminati.com

801 Light blue
499 Blue

FEATURES:
- extremely good durability
- hygienic
- thickness 0,9 mm

838 Dark blue
1824 Turquoise
842 Light green

LACQUER
OY Teknos AB, Modulen DA

1823 Green
415 Beige

FEATURES:
- does not contain formaldehyde, ENV 717-1
- does not contain heavy metals
- EEC Toy Directive 88/378, EN 71.3.
- saliva and sweat tests according
to DIN 53160
ACOUSTIC
Gerflor Group, Taralay Uni Comfort
www.gerflor.fi
FEATURES:
- noise reduction up to 17 dB

1816 Brown grey
478 Light grey
871 Dark grey
421 Black
ACOUSTIC COLORS:
Acoustic 6244
Acoustic 6248
Acoustic 6257
Acoustic 6245

Kuopion Woodi – Finnish furniture manufacturer
The products of Kuopion Woodi are produced in a
factory operated in Kuopio, Finland. From the beginning,
Kuopion Woodi has invested to the automatization of
the production and today Woodi is one of the most
modern furniture factories in Finland. For our customers
this mean competitive prices and constant high quality.
Approximately 50 professionals from the wood industry
work in Kuopion Woodi. We cooperate constantly with
local schools and most of our employees are youth just
entering working life. Many of our employees has started
in Kuopion Woodi during their schools internship. We
want to maintain Finnish furniture manufacturing skills
and to offer work for Finnish people in Finland.
Kuopion Woodi has been furnishing public spaces for
over 20 years. Our collection offers a variety of products
for public spaces, especially for kindergartens, schools
and retirement homes. The frame material of the
products is high quality solid birch and high pressure
laminate is used as an enhancement to bring color,
durability and character to the furniture. The furniture of
Kuopion Woodi is designed to support the daily activity
of our customers and to withstand long in hard use.

For people

~ naturally durable

